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It is proved that the abelian intertwining algebra constructed from a rational
lattice is rational with respect to certain data. A related conjecture of Huang on
rational vertex operator algebras is proved as well. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž w x.The theory of vertex operator algebras see, e.g., 2, 8, 7 provides deep
insight into many important algebraic structures and essentially corre-
Žsponds to the theory of chiral algebras in conformal field theory see, e.g.,
w x.1, 21 . The theory of abelian intertwining algebra, introduced by Dong
w xand Lepowsky in 4, 5 , is a generalization of the theory of vertex operator
algebras. It was originally motivated to place the theory of ``Z-algebras,''
which has played a central role in the vertex-operator-theoretic interpreta-
tion of some combinatorial identities and the representation theory of
Ž w x.affine Lie algebras see 13, 15, 16, 11, 12 , into a larger, more natural
setting. A natural structure of abelian intertwining algebras associated
w xwith a rational lattice was constructed by Dong and Lepowsky in 5 . In her
w xthesis 9 , Guo studied some basic properties of abelian intertwining
algebras and their representations. An abelian-intertwining-algebraic
w xstructure to the moonshine module can be found in 10 .
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In this paper, we show that the abelian intertwining algebra associated
with a rational lattice with respect to certain data by using the ``Z-algebra''
method. Roughly speaking, with respect to the natural data, the abelian
intertwining algebra has only finitely many irreducible modules up to
isomorphism, every module is completely reducible, and the fusion rules
for these irreducible modules are 0 or 1. These results generalize the
Ž . Žcorresponding results for vertex operator algebras associated with posi-
. Ž w x.tive definite even lattices see 3, 5, 9, 6 . We also prove a conjecture
given by Huang on certain abelian intertwining algebras arising from
certain simple rational vertex algebras and their modules. We show that
the adjoint module is the only irreducible module up to weak equivalence
for the abelian intertwining algebra associated with the given data.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, the notions of
abelian intertwining algebra and its module are reviewed. The notion of
intertwining operator for modules with certain data and the notion of
rational abelian intertwining algebra with respect to certain data are
defined. We state the generalized commutativity and associativity for
modules which will be used later. We also state a proposition given by
Dong and Lepowsky on intertwining operators for irreducible modules. In
Section 3, we review the Dong]Lepowsky construction of the abelian
intertwining algebra V associated with a rational lattice L. In Section 4,L
some operators on the vacuum space of V -modules are introduced. UsingL
w xsome results in 3, 6 and a proposition of H. Li, we prove that the vacuum
Ž .space is spanned by h-eigenvectors. Proposition 4.4 . Then we define a
Ãnatural representation of L on the vacuum space. Section 5 is devoted to
the formulations and proofs of the main results in this paper. In Section 6
we state and prove Huang's conjecture.
2. ABELIAN INTERTWINING ALGEBRAS AND MODULES
We first recall the definition of abelian intertwining algebras given by
w xDong and Lepowsky in 4, 5 .
Let G be an abelian group equipped with two functions,
F : G = G = G “ C=, 2.1Ž .
V : G = G “ C= 2.2Ž .
Ž .such that F, V is a normalized abelian 3-cocycle for G with coefficients
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= Ž w x. =in C see 20 , i.e., F is a normalized 3-cocycle on G with values in C ,
F g , g , 0 s F g , 0, g s F 0, g , g s 1, 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 3 2 3
y1F g , g , g F g , g , g q g F g , g q g , gŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2 3 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
y1
? F g q g , g , g F g , g , g s 1; 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3 4 2 3 4
V is normalized in the sense that
V g , 0 s V 0, g s 1; 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
and F, V satisfy conditions
y1 y1F g , g , g V g , g q g F g , g , gŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2 3 1 2 3 2 3 1
y1s V g , g F g , g , g V g , g , 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1 3 1 3
F g , g , g V g q g , g F g , g , gŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2 3 1 2 3 3 1 2
s V g , g F g , g , g V g , g . 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 3 1 3 2 1 3
Denote
q : G “ C=
2.8Ž .
g ‹ q g s V g , gŽ . Ž .
2p i bŽ? , ?. Ž .the corresponding quadratic form, and e its associated symmetric
bilinear form, where
b : G = G “ CrZ 2.9Ž .
is given by
y1 y12p i bŽ g , g .1 2e s q g q g q g q g s V g , g V g , gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1
2.10Ž .
for g , g g G. Define1 2
B : G = G = G “ C=
2.11Ž .y1g , g , g ‹ F g , g , g V g , g F g , g , g .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3 2 1 3 1 2 1 2 3
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Let T be a positive integer. Assume that b is restricted to the values
1
b : G = G “ Z Z. 2.12Ž .ž /T
ŽWe could also choose to assume that the values of F and V lie in a finite
Ž . =.cyclic subgroup of C .
w xDEFINITION 2.1 4, 5 . An abelian intertwining algebra of le¤el T associ-
Ž .ated with G, F, and V is a vector space V with a 1rT Z-gradation and a
G-gradation, denoted by
V s V s V g ; for ¤ g V , n s wt ¤ ; 2.13Ž .@ @Žn. n
Ž . ggGng 1rT Z
such that
V g s V g where V g s V l V g for g g G, 2.14Ž .Ž .@ Žn. Žn. Žn.
Ž .ng 1rT Z
equipped with a linear map
1r T y1r Tw xV “ End V x , xŽ .
2.15Ž .yny1¤ ‹ Y ¤ , x s ¤ x ¤ g End VŽ . Ž .Ý n n
Ž .ng 1rT Z
and with two distinguished vectors 1 g V 0 , v g V 0 , satisfying the follow-Ž0. Ž2.
Ž .ing conditions: for g, h g G, u, ¤ g V, and l g 1rT Z,
u V h ; V gqh if u g V g ; 2.16Ž .l
u ¤ s 0 for l sufficiently large; 2.17Ž .l
Y 1, x s 1; 2.18Ž . Ž .
w xY ¤ , x 1 g V x and lim Y ¤ , x 1 s ¤ ; 2.19Ž . Ž . Ž .
x“0
< h yny1 gY ¤ , x s ¤ x if n g V ; 2.20Ž . Ž .ÝV n
Ž .ngb g , h
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the following generalized Jacobi identity holds,
Ž .b g , g1 2x y x x y x1 2 1 2y1x d Y u , x Y ¤ , x wŽ . Ž .0 1 2ž / ž /x x0 0
Ž .b g , g1 2x y x x y x1 1 2 1y1y B g , g , g x d Y ¤ , x Y u , x wŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2 3 0 2 1p i ž /ž / yxe x 00
Ž .yb g , g1 3x y x x y x1 0 1 0y1s F g , g , g x d Y Y u , x ¤ , x wŽ . Ž .Ž .1 2 3 2 0 2ž / ž /x x2 2
2.21Ž .
for g , g , g g G, u g V g1, ¤ g V g 2 , and w g V g3, where all binomial1 2 3
Ž .expressions here and below are to be expanded in nonnegative integral
Ž .powers of the second variable and the power b ?, ? are understood to be
any representatives in the cosets, in particular, the power of eyp i in the
Ž .second term is understood to be the same representative of b g , g1 2
Ž . y1 Žapplied to x y x and x note that all three terms in the Jacobi2 1 0
.identity are well defined ;
1 3L m , L n s m y n L m q n q m y m d c 2.22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .mq n , 012
for m, n g Z, where
L n s v for n g Z, i.e., Y v , x s L n xyny2 2.23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýnq1
ngZ
Ž .and c g C c is called the rank or central charge of V ,
1
L 0 ¤ s n¤ s wt ¤ ¤ for n g Z, ¤ g V ; 2.24Ž . Ž . Ž .Žn.T
d
Y ¤ , x s Y L y1 ¤ , x . 2.25Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
dx
This structure is denoted
V , Y , 1, v , T , G, F ?, ? , ? , V ?, ? 2.26Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .or briefly, V, and the expressions Y ¤ , x are called generalized ¤ertex
operators. If T s 1 and G s 0, we have the notion of a ¤ertex algebra.
Remark 2.2. It will sometimes be convenient to fix representatives
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .b g , g in 1rT Z for b g , g such that the representatives b g , g1 2 1 2 1 2
Ã ÆŽ . Ž .and b g , g are equal and b g , 0 s 0 for g , g g G. These considera-2 1 1 1 2
tions can also be applied to other situations such as modules, intertwining
operators, etc.
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For the abelian group G equipped with b as above, a set S with a
Ž . Ž .1rT ZrZ-valued function b ?, ? on G = S is called a G-set if there isS
an action of G on S, denoted by q, such that for g, h g G and s g S,
0 q s s s, 2.27Ž .
g q h q s s g q h q s , 2.28Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .and the action q and the function b ?, ? are compatible with the groupS
Ž .operation in G and the function b ?, ? in the sense
b g q h , k q s s b g , k q b g , s q b h , k q b h , s 2.29Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S S S
for g, h, k g G and s g S. Given two G-sets S and S with functions1 2
Ž . Ž .b ?, ? and b ?, ? a G-set map from S to S is a map g : S “ S such1 2 1 2 1 2
that
g g q s s g q g s , 2.30Ž . Ž . Ž .
b g , s s b g , g s 2.31Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2
for all g g G and s g S . A G-set S is called a G-group if S is an abelian1
group with the operation q such that the operation is compatible with the
Ž .G-action and the function b ?, ? in the senseS
g q s q s s g q s q s s s q g q s , 2.32Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
b g , s q s s b g , s q b g , s , 2.33Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S 1 2 S 1 S 2
for g g G, s , s g S.1 2
Let
V , Y , 1, v , T , G, F ?, ? , ? , V ?, ?Ž . Ž .Ž .
be an abelian intertwining algebra and S a G-set. Let F : G = G = S “S
C= be a function satisfying
F 0, g , s s F g , 0, s s 1 for g , g g G, s g S. 2.34Ž . Ž . Ž .S 2 S 1 1 2
Define B : G = G = S “ C= byS
y1B g , g , s s F g , g , s V g , g F g , g , s . 2.35Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S 1 2 S 2 1 1 2 S 1 2
The following definition of module for an abelian intertwining algebra is
a generalization of the notion of module for a vertex operator algebra in
w x w x7 or for a generalized vertex algebra in 5 . This definition was given by
w xGuo in 9 .
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DEFINITION 2.3. A module W for an abelian intertwining algebra V
Ž . Ž .associated with S, b ?, ? and F ?, ? , ? is a C-graded and S-graded vectors S
space
W s W s W s ; for w g W , n s wt w ; 2.36Ž .@ @Žn. n
ngC sgS
such that
W s s W s where W s s W l W s for s g S, 2.37Ž .Ž .@ Žn. Žn. Žn.
ngC
equipped with a linear map
1r T y1r Tw xV “ End W x , xŽ .
2.38Ž .yny1¤ ‹ Y ¤ , z s ¤ x ¤ g End WŽ . Ž .Ý n n
Ž .ng 1rT Z
g h s Ž .such that for g, h g G, s g S, u g V , ¤ g V , w g W , and l g 1rT Z,
u W s ; W gqs ; 2.39Ž .l
u w s 0 for l sufficiently large; 2.40Ž .l
Y 1, z s 1; 2.41Ž . Ž .
< s yny1Y ¤ , x s ¤ x ; 2.42Ž . Ž .ÝW n
Ž .ngb g , sS
Ž .b g , hx y x x y x1 2 1 2y1x d Y u , x Y ¤ , x wŽ . Ž .0 1 2ž / ž /x x0 0
Ž .b g , hx y x x y x2 1 2 1y1y B g , h , s x d Y ¤ , x Y u , x wŽ . Ž . Ž .S 0 2 1p i ž /ž / yxe x 00
Ž .yb g , sSx y x x y x1 0 1 0y1s F g , h , s x d Y Y u , x ¤ , x w ;Ž . Ž .Ž .S 2 0 2ž / ž /x x2 2
2.43Ž .
1 3L m , L n s m y n L m q n q m y m d c 2.44Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .mq n , 012
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for m, n g Z, where
L n s v for n g Z, i.e., Y v , x s L n xyny2 2.45Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýnq1
ngZ
and c is the rank of V;
L 0 w s nw s wt w w for n g C, w g W ; 2.46Ž . Ž . Ž .Žn.
d
Y ¤ , x s Y L y1 ¤ , x . 2.47Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
dx
We denote the module by
W , Y , S, F ?, ? , ? , b ?, ? , 2.48Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .S S
Ž . Ž .or briefly, by W. The formal series Y ¤ , x are called generalized ¤ertex
operators.
ŽRemark 2.4. Let V be an abelian intertwining algebra and W, Y, S,
. = Ž .F , b a V-module. For any function h : G = S “ C satisfying h 0, s s 1S S
for all s g S, define a : G = G = S “ C= byh
y1
a g , g , s s h g , s h g q g , s h g , g q s 2.49Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .h 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
for g , g g G and s g S. Denote hY as the new vertex operator given by1 2
hY u , x w s h g , s Y u , x w 2.50Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
g s Žfor u g V and w g W . Then we obtain a new V-module W, hY, S,
.a F , b .h S S
From the definition of a module for an abelian intertwining algebra, we
have some consequences. We will need the following generalized commu-
tativity and generalized associativity, which are generalizations of the
commutativity and associativity for vertex operator algebra and for gener-
Ž w x.alized vertex algebra and their modules see, e.g., 7, 5, 17 .
w xPROPOSITION 2.5 19 . Let V be an abelian intertwining algebra and W a
V-module associated with the G-set S and functions b , F . Suppose that forS S
g h ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .u g V and ¤ g V g, h g G , b g, h is a representati¤e of b g, h and k
is a nonnegati¤e integer such that
u ¤ s 0 2.51Ž .ÃbŽ g , h.qkql
for all l g N. Then we ha¤e the generalized commutati¤ity: for w g W s
Ž .s g S ,
ÃŽ .b g , h qkx y x Y u , x Y ¤ , x wŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
ÃŽ .Ã b g , h qkyp iŽbŽ g , h.qk .s B g , h , s e x y x Y ¤ , x Y u , x w.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S 2 1 2 1
2.52Ž .
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g s ÃŽ . Ž .Suppose that for u g V and w g W g g G, s g S , b g, s is aS
Ž .representati¤e of b g, s and k is a nonnegati¤e integer such thatS
u w s 0 2.53Ž .Ãb Ž g , s.qkqlS
h Ž .for all l g N. Then we ha¤e the generalized associati¤ity: for ¤ g V h g G ,
Ã Ž .b g , s qkSx q x Y u , x q x Y ¤ , x wŽ . Ž . Ž .0 2 0 2 2
Ã Ž .b g , s qkSs F g , h , s x q x Y Y u , x ¤ , x w. 2.54Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .S 2 0 0 2
We shall use the following obvious notions: submodule, quotient mod-
ule, direct sum, irreducibility, and complete reducibility for modules. The
following definition of V-module weak morphism is motivated by Remark
2.4. Let V be an abelian intertwining algebra and
W , Y , S , F ?, ? , ? , b ?, ? ,Ž . Ž .Ž .j j j S Sj j
j s 1, 2, two V-modules. A V-module weak morphism from W to W is a1 2
Ž .quadruple f, g , h , h , where f is a linear map f : W “ W , g is a1 2 1 2
G-set map g : S “ S , and h , h are functions h : G = S “ C=, satisfy-1 2 1 2 i i
ing the normalized conditions
h 0, s s 1, 2.55Ž . Ž .i i
such that
f W s ; Wg Ž s. 2.56Ž .Ž .1 2
h g , s f Y u , x w s h g , g s Y u , x f w 2.57Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 1 2 2
for u g V g, w g W s, g g G, s g S , and the identity1 1
a g , h , s F g , h , s s a g , h , g s F g , h , g s 2.58Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .h S h S1 1 2 2
Ž Ž ..see 2.49 holds for g, h g G, s, s g S , and s g S . A V-module weak1 1 2 2
Ž .morphism f, g , h , h is a V-module weak equi¤alence if both f and g1 2
are bijections. When S s S and g s id, a V-module weak morphism is1 2
called a V-module homomorphism and a V-module weak equivalence is
called a V-module isomorphism.
It is clear that an abelian intertwining algebra V is a V-module associ-
ated with G, b, and F and it is called the adjoint module for V. A
submodule of V is called an ideal for the algebra V. An abelian intertwin-
ing algebra is simple, if its only ideals are 0 and itself. A subalgebra of an
abelian intertwining algebra V is a subspace W of V such that
W s W l V g 2.59Ž . Ž .@
ggH
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for some subgroup H of G and 1, v g W and for all w g W,
y1< w xY w , x g End W x , x .Ž . Ž .W
It is clear that
< < <W , Y , 1, v , T , H , F ?, ? , ? , V ?, ?Ž . Ž .Ž .W H H
is an abelian intertwining algebra.
DEFINITION 2.6. Let
V , Y , 1, v , T , G, F ?, ? , ? , V ?, ?Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž Ž . Ž ..be an abelian intertwining algebra and W , Y , S , F ?, ? , ? , b ?, ? , j sj j j j j
1, 2, 3, three V-modules. Suppose that F and B are functions fromS S S S1 2 1 2
G = S = S to C= such that1 2
F 0, s , s s B 0, s , s s 0 2.60Ž . Ž . Ž .S S 1 2 S S 1 21 2 1 2
for all s g S, s g S . Let q be a map from S = S to S satisfying1 2 2 1 2 3
g q s q s s s q g q s s g q s q s , 2.61Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
b g , s q s s b g , s q b g , s 2.62Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 1 2 1 1 2 2
W3Ž .for g g G, s g S , and s g S . An intertwining operator of type1 1 2 2 W W1 2
associated with F and B is a linear mapS S S S1 2 1 2
 4W m W “ W x1 2 3
2.63Ž .yny1w m w ‹ Y w , x w s w w x ,Ž . Ž .ÝŽ1. Ž2. Ž1. Ž2. Ž1. Ž2.n
ngC
Ž . Ž . gwhere w g Hom W , W for all n g C, such that for ¤ g V , w gŽ1. n 2 3 Ž1.
W s1, and w g W s2 , we have1 Ž2. 2
w w g W s1qs 2 ; 2.64Ž . Ž .Ž1. Ž2. 3n
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w w s 0 for n whose real part is sufficiently large; 2.65Ž . Ž .Ž1. Ž2.n
Ž .b g , s1 1x y x x y x1 2 1 2y1x d Y ¤ , x Y w , x wŽ . Ž .0 1 Ž1. 2 Ž2.ž / ž /x x0 0
Ž .b g , s1 1x y x2 1y1y B g , s , s xŽ .S S 1 2 0 p i1 2 ž /e x0
x y x2 1
? d Y w , x Y ¤ , x wŽ . Ž .Ž1. 2 1 Ž2.ž /yx0
x y x1 0y1s F g , s , s x dŽ .S S 1 2 21 2 ž /x2
Ž .yb g , s2 2x y x1 0
? Y Y ¤ , x w , x ; 2.66Ž . Ž .Ž .0 Ž1. 2 ž /x2
d
Y w , x s Y L y1 w , x . 2.67Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž1. Ž1.dx
W3Ž .The intertwining operators of the type associated with F andS SW W 1 21 2
W3 w xB form a vector space, which we denote by V F , B . TheS S W W S S S S1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
dimension of this vector space is called the fusion rule for W , W , and W1 2 3
W3 w xŽ .associated with F and B and denoted by N F , B F ‘ . IfS S S S W W S S S S1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
S s S s S is a G-group, we always choose the natural G-group opera-1 2 3
tion as the map q from S = S to S in the definition of intertwining1 2 3
operator.
The following result is due to Dong and Lepowsky:
W3w x Ž .PROPOSITION 2.7 5 . Let Y be an intertwining operator of type W W1 2
Ž .associated with certain data. If W , W are irreducible and Y ?, x is not the1 2
zero map, then for any w g W s1, w g W s2 ,Ž1. 1 Ž2. 2
Y w , x w s 0 2.68Ž . Ž .Ž1. Ž2.
implies w s 0 or w s 0.Ž1. Ž2.
Ž .Let S, b be a G-group. Suppose that we have functions F : G = G =S S
S “ C=, F S, BS : G = S = S “ C= satisfying the obvious normalization
conditions. An abelian intertwining algebra V is called rational with respect
to S, b , F , F S, and BS if it satisfies the following conditions:S S
Ž .1 There are only finitely many irreducible V-modules associated
Ž .with S, b , and F up to isomorphisms .S S
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Ž .2 Every V-module associated with S, b , and F is completelyS S
reducible.
Ž .3 For any triple of irreducible V-modules with W , j s 1, 2, 3,j
W3 w S S xassociated with S, b , and F , the fusion rule N F , B - ‘.S S W W1 2
3. ABELIAN INTERTWINING ALGEBRA RELATED TO
RATIONAL LATTICE
A finite-rank free abelian group L equipped with a symmetric Q-valued
² : Ž .Z-bilinear form ? , ? on L = L is called a rational lattice. A subgroup
with the restriction of the bilinear form is called a sublattice. We will
assume that the bilinear form on a lattice is nondegenerate. A lattice L is
² :e¤en, if a , a g 2Z for all a g L.
Let L be a lattice, not necessarily positive definite. Set h s C m L andZ
² :extend the form ? , ? from L = L to h = h by C-bilinearity. Define the
dual lattice LT of L in h by
T <² : 4L s b g h b , L ; Z . 3.1Ž .
It is clear that LT is a rational lattice whose rank is the same as the rank of
L. If L is an even lattice, L ; LT .0 0 0
Remark 3.1. For a rational lattice L, we have that LTT s L. Of course,
many rational lattices are not the dual lattice of any even lattice. Every
rational lattice can be realized as a sublattice of the same rank of the dual
lattice for some even lattice.
From now on, we assume that h s C m L , where L is an even lattice.Z 0 0
The C-vector space h can be viewed as an abelian Lie algebra. The
Ãcorresponding affine Lie algebra h is defined to be the space
Ã y1w xh s h m C t , t m Cc 3.2Ž .
with Lie bracket
m n ² :w xa m t , b m t s a , b md c, 3.3Ž .mq n , 0
w m xc, a m t s 0 for a , b g h, m , n g Z. 3.4Ž .
Set
Ã q Ã y y1 y1w x w xh s h m tC t , h s h m t C t . 3.5Ž .
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Ã Ã q Ã y ÃThe subalgebra h s h m h [ Cc of h is a Heisenberg algebra. Let C beZ
w x w xthe h m C t [ Cc-module with h m C t acting trivially and c acting as 1.
ÃConsider the induced h-module
Ã Ã yM 1 s U h m C , S h linearly , 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .UŽhmCw t x[C c.
Ž .where U ? denotes the corresponding universal enveloping algebra and
Ž . Ž .S ? denotes the corresponding symmetric algebra. M 1 is irreducible even
Ã Ãunder the action of h . We give a Z-gradation on h,Z
wt a m t m s ym , wt c s 0 3.7Ž . Ž .
Ž .for a g h and m g Z. This Z-gradation gives a Z-gradation of M 1 so
Ž .that wt 1 m 1 s 0. If we denote the homogeneous subspace of weight n of
Ž . Ž .M 1 by M 1 , then we haveŽn.
M 1 s M 1 . 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .@ n
ngN
ÃT TLet L be a central extension of L ,0 0
yT TÃ² :1 “ v “ L “ L “ 1, 3.9Ž .q 0 0
² :where v is the cyclic group generated by a primitive qth root of unityq
v g C=, q is a positive even integer. This central extension is determinedq
by the commutator condition
y1 y1 =aba b s c a, b g C 3.10Ž . Ž .
ÃTfor a, b g L , such that0
² :a , bc a, b s y1 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž .
TÃif a, b g L . Consider the induced L -module and the C-algebra0 0
T T TÃ w x 4C L s C L m C , C L linearly , 3.12Ž . Ž .0 0 Cw²v : x 0q
w xwhere C ? denotes the corresponding group algebra and v acts on C asq
ÃT TŽ .  4multiplication by v . For a g L , write i a for the image of a in C L .q 0 0
ÃT T 4Define the action of L on C L by0 0
a ? i b s i ab , 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž .
v ? i b s v i b 3.14Ž . Ž . Ž .q q
ÃT T 4for a, b g L . We also define an action of h on C L by0 0
² :h ? i a s h , a i a 3.15Ž . Ž . Ž .
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for h g h. Define
h ²h , a:x ? i a s x i a 3.16Ž . Ž . Ž .
 T 4for h g h. We can define a C-gradation on C L by0
1² :wt i a s a, a 3.17Ž . Ž .2
ÃTfor a g L . Set0
T Ã y TT w x 4V s M 1 m C L , S h m C L linearly 3.18Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .L C 0 00
and give V T the tensor product C-gradation:L0
V T s V T . 3.19Ž .Ž .@L L Ž .n0 0
ngC
ÃT Ã h Ž . TThen L , h , h, and x h g h act naturally on V by acting either on0 Z L0
Ž .  T 4M 1 or on C L as indicated above. In particular, c acts as 1.0
For a subset M of LT , we write0
TÃ Ã <M s a g L a g M , 3.20Ž .½ 50
Ã T< 4  4C M s span i a a g M ; C L , 3.21Ž . Ž . 4 0
 4 TV s M 1 m C M ; V . 3.22Ž . Ž .M L0
In particular, let L be a sublattice of LT such that L ; L. Then we have0 0
Ãw x 4C L s C L m C, 3.23Ž .Cw²v : xq
 4V s M 1 m C L . 3.24Ž . Ž .L
Let
L s L q l 3.25Ž . Ž .D 0 i
igLrL0
Ã ÃTbe the coset decomposition such that l s 0. Let L g L ; L so that0 i 0
L s l . Theni i
Ã ÃL s L L 3.26Ž .D 0 i
igLrL0
Ãis the coset decomposition of L. For i g LrL , set0
V i s V . 3.27Ž . Ž .L L ql0 i
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Then we have
V s V i . 3.28Ž . Ž .@L L
igLrL0
Ã Ã h Ž .It is clear that L, h , h, and x h g h act naturally on V and V has aZ L L
C-gradation.
Ž . Ž .Now we introduce the untwisted vertex operator Y ¤ , x for ¤ g V .L
Ž . nFor a g h and n g Z, we write a n for the operator a m t and set
a x s a n xyny1. 3.29Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
ngZ
We use a normal ordering procedure, indicated by open colons, which
signifies that the enclosed expression is to be reordered if necessary so
ÃŽ . Ž .that all the operators a n a g h, n - 0 and a g L are to be placed to
Ž . a Ž .the left of all the operators a n , x a g h, n G 0 before the expression
Ãis evaluated. For a g L, set
y1HŽaŽ x .yaŽ0. x . a( (Y i a , x s Y a, x s e ax , 3.30Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 ( (
Ãusing the obvious formal integration notation. Let a g L, a , . . . , a g1 k
Ž .h, n , . . . , n g Z n ) 0 and set1 k i
¤ s a yn ??? a yn m i aŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1 k k
s a yn ??? a yn ? i a g V . 3.31Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 k k L
We define
n y111 d(Y ¤ , x s a x ???Ž . Ž .0 ( 1ž /ž /n y 1 ! dxŽ .1
n y1k1 d (a x Y a, x . 3.32Ž . Ž . Ž .k 0 (ž /ž /n y 1 ! dxŽ .k
This gives a well-defined linear map
 4V “ End V xŽ .L L
3.33Ž .yny1¤ ‹ Y ¤ , x s ¤ x ,Ž . Ý0 n
ngC
Ž .where ¤ g End V . We call Y ¤ , x the untwisted ¤ertex operator associ-n L 0
ated with ¤ .
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Let T be a positive integer such that
2
T² :a , a g Z for all a g L . 3.34Ž .0T
p ia Ž .For a g L, define operators e and c ?, a on V byL
p ia p i²a , a:e ? u m i a s e u m i a , 3.35Ž . Ž . Ž .
c ?, a ? u m i a s c a, a u m i a 3.36Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
ÃŽ .for u g M 1 and a g L. Note that if a , a g L , these two operators0
agree. Let G be the abelian group LrL and f : G = G “ C= a function0
satisfying
f 0, i s f i , 0 s 1 3.37Ž . Ž . Ž .
for i g G. The ``coboundary'' of f is defined to be the function df : G = G
= G “ C= given by
y1 y1df i , j, k s f j, k f i q j, k f i , j q k f i , j . 3.38Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Define
y1F i , j, k s df i , j, k c l , l c l , lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .iq j k i k
y1 ² : ² : ² :l , l q l , l y l , li k j k iq j k? c l , l y1 , 3.39Ž . Ž .Ž .j k
y1y1 yp i²l , l :i jV i , j s f i , j f j, i c l , l e . 3.40Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i j
Ž .ww 1r T y1r T xxDefine the operator Y : V “ End V x , x by the conditionL L
< p i²l i , l j:Y ¤ , x s f i , j e c l , l Y ¤ , x 3.41Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .V Ž j. j i 0
Ž .for i, j g G and ¤ g V i . Take
d
211 s i 1 , v s b y1 , 3.42Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i2
is1
 4 Žwhere b , . . . , b is an orthonormal basis of h such basis even though1 d
.the lattice L may not be positive definite .0
The following theorem is given by Dong and Lepowsky:
w x Ž .THEOREM 3.2 5 . The space V s V , Y, 1, v, T , G, F, V is an abelianL L
intertwining algebra of rank equal to rank L .0
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4. SOME OPERATORS ON V -MODULESL
Recall that L is a sublattice of LT such that L ; L, G s LrL .0 0 0
Denote K s LTrL . We can view G as a subgroup of K. Set J to be the0 0
set of coset representatives of the subgroup G in K such that 0 g J. From
the Dong]Lepowsky Theorem 3.2, functions F : K = K = K “ C=, V : K
= K “ C= and the vertex operator Y give
V T , Y , 1, v , T , K , F , V 4.1Ž .Ž .L0
w xa structure of an abelian intertwining algebra. Recall from 5 that
y1 y12p i bŽ j , k . y2p i²l , l :j ke s V j, k V k , j s c l , l c l , l eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .j k k j
s ey2 p i²l j , lk: 4.2Ž .
Ž . Ž .y1since c l , l s c l , l , and we havek j j k
² :b j, k s y l , l q Z. 4.3Ž . Ž .j k
ÃŽ . Ž . ² :From 4.3 , we will choose the representatives b i, j to be y l , l fori j
i, j g K. Restricting functions F and V to the subgroup G, denoted by FG
and V , respectively, we have an abelian intertwining subalgebraG
V , Y , 1, v , T , G, F , V . 4.4Ž . Ž .L G G
Ž .The group K is a G-set actually it is a G-group in the obvious sense and
V T is a V -module associated with K, b , and F , where b is theL L K K K0
restriction of b to G = K and F is the restriction of F to G = G = K.K
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .For a g h, a y1 s a y1 m i 1 g V 0 , writeL
a x s a n xyny1 , 4.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
ngZ
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .where the a n denote the operators a y1 . Then Y a y1 , x s a x .n W
Ž .TNote that if the module W is V , the operators a n agree with theL0
Ž .operators a n defined in Section 3. From the generalized Jacobi identity
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.43 , the operators a n n g Z, a g h satisfy relations
² :a m , b n s a , b md 4.6Ž . Ž . Ž .mq n , 0
Ã Ž Ž .for a , b g h and m, n g Z. The Heisenberg algebra h and h via a 0Z
. kfor a g h act on each W , k g K, hence on W. Define the ¤acuum spaces
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k Ãof W , k g K, and W for the Heisenberg algebra h byZ
k k <V s ¤ g W a n ? ¤ s 0 for all a g h, n ) 0 , 4.7 4Ž . Ž .W
<V s ¤ g W a n ? ¤ s 0 for all a g h, n ) 0 . 4.8 4Ž . Ž .W
It is clear that
V s Vk . 4.9Ž .[W W
kgK
The following lemma is proved by C. Dong, H. Li, and G. Mason:
w x k kLEMMA 4.1 6 . V / 0 if W / 0.W
Ã q rŽ .For r g Z , where Z denotes the set of positive integers, let h beq q
Ã Ã qŽ .the subspace of U h spanned by all products of r vectors in h . The
w xfollowing proposition and the proof are given by H. Li 18 :
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2 H. Li . For any w g W, there exists a positi¤e integer r
Ã q rŽ .such that h w s 0.
Ž .Proof. H. Li . From the definition of a module, for any w g W, h g h,
Ã q ÃŽ .h m w s 0 if m is sufficiently large. Since h is an abelian subalgebra of h
and h is finite-dimensional, it is sufficient to prove that for any h g h,
Ž . rm G 1, there exists a positive integer r such that h m w s 0.
Ã q rŽ . Ž .Let E W be the subspace of W, consisting of w such that h w s 0
for some positive integer r.
Ž .Claim I. The subspace E W is a weak V -submodule of W.L0
Note that W is a weak module for the vertex algebra V . For anyL0
h, hX g h, m, n g Z, r g Z , using an induction on r we easily get thatq
rrq1 Xh m , h n g Ch m .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ã Ž . Ž .It follows immediately that h E W : E W .
Ž .Let h g h, m, n g Z. From the generalized Jacobi identity 2.43 , we
Ãhave that for a g L ,0
² :h m , i a s h , a i a .Ž . Ž . Ž .n mqn
Then by the Leibniz rule we get
r rr ryjj² :h m i a s h , a i a h m .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .nq jmÝn ž /j
js0
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Ã q r0Ž . Ž .Let w g E W . Let r be a nonnegative integer such that h w s 0.0
Ž .From the truncation condition, there exists an s g Z such that i a w s 0n
for n G s. Then for any m g Z , n G s,q
² :i a h m w s h m i a w y h , a i a w s 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n mqn
Ž . Ž . rand furthermore, i a h m w s 0 for r ) 0. Since m ) 0, we can choosen
Ž . Ž .r such that n q jm q r y j ) s q r . Then either n q mj ) s or r y j0
) r and0
r rr ryjj² :h m i a w s h , a i a h m w s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .nq jmÝn ž /j
js0
Ž . Ž .Therefore i a w g E W for any n g Z. Letn
u s hŽ1. yn ??? hŽ t . yn m i a .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 t
From the iterate formula for vertex operator algebra weak modules, we
Ž . Ž . Ž .have that Y u, x w g E W . Thus E W is a weak V -submodule of W.L0
Ž .Claim II. E W s W.
Ž Ž ..If not, then it follows from Lemma 4.1 and Claim I that E WrE W is
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .a nonzero weak submodule of WrE W . Let E WrE W s MrE W ,
Ž .where M is a weak submodule of W containing E W . Since each element
Ã q Ã qŽ . Ž .of h acts locally nilpotently on E W and MrE W , h acts locally
Ž . Ž Ž ..nilpotently on M. Thus M : E W . That is, E WrE W s 0. It is a
Ž .contradiction. Thus E W s W.
w x ŽFrom Proposition 4.2 and the proof of Proposition 3.6 of 14 cf.
w x.Theorem 1.7.3 of 8 , we have the following decompositions
W s M 1 m V , 4.10Ž . Ž .C W
W k s M 1 m Vk . 4.11Ž . Ž .C W
For a g h, we define operators
a "n x . nŽ .
"E a , x s exp , 4.12Ž . Ž .Ýž /"nngZq
qŽ . w y1 xon W. From Proposition 4.2, we have E a , x w g W x for a g h and
w g W. Now we can define the Z-operator
y qZ a, x s E a, x Y a, x E a, x 4.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .W
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Ã Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .for a g L, where Y a, x stands for Y i a , x . It is clear that Z a, x isW W
a well-defined operator on W and
< j yny1Z a, x s Z a, n x 4.14Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝW
Ž .ngb i , j
Ž .for a g L q l , i g G, and j g K. From the Jacobi identity 2.43 again0 i
we have
² :a 0 , Y u m i a , x s a , a Y u m i a , x 4.15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .W W
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .for a g h, u g M 1 , and a g L. Since a 0 commutes with b n for all
a , b g h and n g Z, we have
² :a 0 , Z a, x s a , a Z a, x 4.16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
² :a 0 , Z a, n s a , a Z a, n 4.17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ãfor n g Z. Let a g L and one can prove that
a n , Z a, x s 0 4.18Ž . Ž . Ž .
for a g h and 0 / n g Z. In particular, the vacuum space V is pre-W
served by the Z-operators. We also have
d
y1Z a, x s Z a, x a 0 x . 4.19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
dx
k Ãw xLEMMA 4.3 3 . For any 0 / w g V and a , . . . , a g L such that0 W 1 d 0
T 4a , . . . , a is a basis of h. There are integers n , . . . , n and l g L such1 d 1 d 0
that
w s Z a , n ??? Z a , n w / 0 4.20Ž . Ž . Ž .d d 1 1 0
and
² :a 0 ? w s a , l w 4.21Ž . Ž .
for all a g h.
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For k g K and g g h, denote
k k < ² :V g s w g V b 0 ? w s b , g w for all b g h , 4.22Ž . Ž . Ž . 4W W
S s Vk g . 4.23Ž . Ž .@ @W W
kgK ggh
Ž .From 4.16 we know that S is preserved by the Z-operators. We defineW
b Ž .operators x for b g L on S and on the subspace W s M 1 m S ofW 1 W
W by
x b ? w s x² b , g :w 4.24Ž .
k Ž .for w g V g , a g L. Define operator a such thatÄW
y1y1 yp i²l , l : yai jj<a s f i , j e c l , l Z a, x x 4.25Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ž .W l W j i1
Ž . Ž .for a g L q l , i g G, and j g K. From 4.19 , we have drdx a s 0Ä0 i
thus a is independent of the variable x as the notation suggested. ForÄ
Ãa g L such that a g L q l , we have0 i
y q p i²l , l : ai jj<Y a, x s E ya, x E ya, x f i , j e c l , l axŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . ÄŽ .W l WW j i1
4.26Ž .
and
k iqka ? V g ; V g q a . 4.27Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä W W
PROPOSITION 4.4. The ¤acuum space V is spanned by h-eigen¤ectors,W
i.e., S s V .W W
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. From 4.26 , 4.27 , and the generalized associativity 2.54 , we
know that W is a submodule of W. If W / W, consider the quotient1 1
V -module WrW . It is clear thatL 1
V s V rV s V rS . 4.28Ž .W r W W W W W1 1
Suppose that Vk / 0 and choose w g Vk , w f S , for a , . . . , a gW r W 0 W 0 W 1 d1Ã  4L such that a , . . . , a is a basis of h. Then there are integers n , . . . , n0 1 d 1 d
such that
Z a , n ??? Z a , n w q W / 0 4.29Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .d d 1 1 1
Ž . Ž .in WrW , that is, Z a , n ??? Z a , n w f W . But from Lemma 4.3,1 d d 1 1 1
Z a , n ??? Z a , n w g V l ; WŽ . Ž . Ž .d d 1 1 k 1
for some l g h. This contradiction proves the proposition.
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Ž .TIf W is V the operator a is just the operator defined by 3.13 . In thisÄL0
case, we know that
Ä Ä Äab s c a, b ba 4.30Ž .Ž .Ä Ä Ä
and
&Äab s ab. 4.31Ž .Ä
To prove these relations in general, we need the following
LEMMA 4.5. The following two identities
p iŽ²a , b:q²l , l :q²l , l :y²l , l :y²l , l :.j iqk i k i jqk j kc a, b s eŽ .
? f j, i q k f i , k c l , l c l , l B i , j, kŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .iqk j k i K
y1 y1y1 y1
? f i , j q k f j, k c l , l c l , l , 4.32Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .jqk i k j
F i , j, k f i , j ep i²l i , l j:c l , l f i q j, k ep i²l iq j , lk:c l , lŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .K j i k iqj
s f i , j q k f j, k ep iŽ²l i , l jq k:q²l j , lk:.c l , l c l , l , 4.33Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .jqk i k j
Ãhold for a, b g L, a g l q L , b g l q L , i, j g G, and k g K.i 0 j 0
Ž .TProof. Consider V -module V . The generalized commutativity 2.52L L0TÃ Ãfor a, b g L, w g L , a g l q L , b g l q L w g l q L gives0 i 0 j 0 k 0
² :y a , bx y x Y a, x Y b , x i wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
² :y a , byp is B i , j, k e x q x Y b , x Y a, x i w 4.34Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .K 2 1 2 1
yny1 Ž . ² :since the coefficients of x in Y a, x b are zero for yn y 1 - a, b ,0 0
Ž .or a b s 0 for all l g N. From the definition of operators Y a, x ,y² a, b:q l
we have
Y a, x Y b , x i wŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2
y y q qs E ya, x E yb, x E ya, x E yb, x i abwŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
² :a , b ²a , w: ²b , w:? x y x x x f i , j q k f j, kŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
? ep iŽ²l i , l jq k:q²l j , lk:.c l , l c l , l , 4.35Ž .Ž . Ž .jqk i k j
Y b , x Y a, x i wŽ . Ž . Ž .2 1
y y q qs E ya, x E yb, x E ya, x E yb, x i bawŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
² :a , b ²a , w: ²b , w:? x y x x x f j, i q k f i , kŽ . Ž . Ž .2 1 1 2
? ep iŽ²l j , l iqk:q²l i , lk:.c l , l c l , l . 4.36Ž . Ž .Ž .iqk j k i
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Therefore,
i abw f i , j q k f j, k ep iŽ²l i , l jq k:q²l j , lk:.c l , l c l , lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .jqk i k j
p i²a , b:s i baw B i , j, k e f j, i q k f i , kŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .K
? ep iŽ²l j , l iqk:q²l i , lk:.c l , l c l , l . 4.37Ž . Ž .Ž .iqk j k i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since i abw s c a, b i baw , we have 4.32 .
TÃ ÃŽ .The generalized associativity 2.54 for a, b g L, w g L , a g l q L ,0 i 0
b g l q L w g l q L givesj 0 k 0
² :y a , wx q x Y a, x q x Y b , x i wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 2 0 2 2
² :y a , w? F i , j, k x q x Y Y a, x b , x i w 4.38Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .K 2 0 0 2
yny1 Ž . Ž .since the coefficients of x in Y a, x i w are zero if yn y 1 -1 1
² : Ž . Ž .a, w , or, a i w s 0 for all l g N. Using expression 4.35 , takingy² a, w:q l
²a, b: Ž .the coefficients of x in both sides of 4.38 , we have0
y q ²b , w:E ya y b , x E ya y b , x i abw x f i , j q k f j, kŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2 2
? ep iŽ²l i , l jq k:q²l j , lk:.c l , l c l , lŽ . Ž .jqk i k j
y q ²b , w:s E ya y b , x E ya y b , x i abw x F i , j, kŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2 2 K
? f i , j f i q j, k ep iŽ²l i , l j:q²l iq j , lk:.c l , l c l , l . 4.39Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .j i k iqj
Ž .This proves 4.33 .
ÃPROPOSITION 4.6. The operators a, a g L, acting on V and on W satisfyÄ W
ÃŽ . Ž .formulas 4.30 and 4.31 . The map L “ End V , a ‹ a is a representa-ÄW
Ãtion of the group L on V .W
Proof. The second statement follows from the first one. Observe that
kÃ Ž .for a, b g L, a g l q L , b g l q L , and w g V m , m g l q L,i 0 j 0 W
Y a, x Y b , x wŽ . Ž .W 1 W 2
y y q q Äs E ya, x E yb, x E ya, x E yb, x ab ? wŽ . Ž . ÄŽ . Ž .1 2 1 2
² :a , b ²a , m: ²b , m:? x y x x x f i , j q k f j, kŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
? ep iŽ²l i , l jq k:q²l j , lk:.c l , l c l , l . 4.40Ž .Ž . Ž .jqk i k j
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Similarly, we have
Y b , x Y a, x wŽ . Ž .W 2 W 1
y y q q Äs E ya, x E yb, x E ya, x E yb, x ba ? wŽ . Ž . ÄŽ . Ž .1 2 1 2
² :a , b ²a , m: ²b , m:? x y x x x f j, i q k f i , kŽ . Ž . Ž .2 1 1 2
? ep iŽ²l j , l iqk:q²l i , lk:.c l , l c l , l . 4.41Ž . Ž .Ž .iqk j k i
From the generalized commutativity, we have
y y q q ÄE ya, x E yb, x E ya, x E yb, x ab ? wŽ . Ž . ÄŽ . Ž .1 2 1 2
²a , m: ²b , m:? x x f i , j q k f j, kŽ . Ž .1 2
? ep iŽ²l i , l jq k:q²l j , lk:.c l , l c l , lŽ . Ž .jqk i k j
yp i²a , b: y ys B i , j, k e E ya, x E yb, xŽ . Ž . Ž .K 1 2
q q Ä? E ya, x E yb, x ba ? wŽ . ÄŽ .1 2
²a , m: ²b , m:? x x f j, i q k f i , kŽ . Ž .1 2
? ep iŽ²l j , l iqk:q²l i , lk:.c l , l c l , l . 4.42Ž . Ž .Ž .iqk j k i
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .From the identity 4.32 , we have ab s c a, b ba.Ä Ä
Ž .From the generalized associativity 2.54 , we have
² :y a , mx q x Y a, x q x Y b , x wŽ . Ž . Ž .0 2 W 0 2 W 2
² :y a , ms F i , j, k x q x Y Y a, x , x w 4.43Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .K 2 0 W 0 2
yny1 Ž .since the coefficients of x in Y a, x w are zero for yn y 1 -1 W 1
²a, b:² : Ž .a, m . Taking the coefficients of x in both sides of 4.43 , we have0
y q ²b , m:ÄE ya y b , x E ya y b , x ab ? wx f i , j q k f j, kŽ . Ž .ÄŽ . Ž .2 2 2
? ep iŽ²l i , l jq k:q²l j , lk:.c l , l c l , lŽ . Ž .jqk i k j
&
y qs E ya y b , x E ya y b , x abŽ . Ž .2 2
²b , m:? wx F i , j, k f i , j f i q j, kŽ . Ž . Ž .2 K
? ep iŽ²l i , l j:q²l iq j , lk:.c l , l c l , l . 4.44Ž .Ž . Ž .j i k iqj
&ÄŽ .From the identity 4.33 , we have ab s ab.Ä
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5. RATIONALITY OF VL
In this section, we will prove that the abelian intertwining algebra V isL
rational with respect to certain data.
It is clear that V T is a direct sum of V -submodulesL L0
V T s M 1 m C L q l . 5.1 4Ž . Ž .@L j0
jgJ
Ž .  4THEOREM 5.1. For each j g J, the V -module M 1 m C L q l isL j
irreducible. In particular, V is simple as an abelian intertwining algebra.L
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Note that for a g h, a y1 s a y1 m i 1 g V 0 ,L
ÃŽ Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž .Y a y1 , x s a x . Thus the Heisenberg algebras h and h via a 0 forZ
. Ž .  4 Ž .a g h act on M 1 m C L q l . Any nonzero submodule W of M 1 mj
 4 Ž .C L q l has the form M 1 m B, where B is a nonzero subspace ofj
 4 Ž .C L q l which is h-invariant. For each a g L, i aL is an eigenvectorj j
 4for all a g h hence B s C A q l for some A ; L. Sincej
y q yaa s E a, x Y a, x E a, x x , 5.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Ž .a g L, as operators acting on B, we have A s L and W s M 1 m
 4C L q l .j
THEOREM 5.2. Any irreducible module for V associated with K, b , andL K
Ž .  4F is weak equi¤alent to M 1 m C L q l for some j g J.K j 00
Proof. If W is an irreducible V -module, V is a direct sum ofL W
eigenspaces of h. Let l be an element of LT satisfying the conditions in0
Ž . Ž .Lemma 4.3. Since M 1 m @ V l q a is a nonzero submodule ofa g L W
W, we have
V s V l q a . 5.3Ž . Ž .@W W
agL
ÃFrom Proposition 4.4, V is irreducible under the actions of h and L andW
Ãas both h- and L-modules,
 4V , C L q l . 5.4Ž .W
Ž . k 0Suppose that l g L q l we will choose l s l and 0 / w g Vj j 0 W0 0
such that
² :a 0 w s l, a w 5.5Ž . Ž .0 0
for all a g h, where j g J and k g K. We have0 0
V iqk 0 s V l q l q a 5.6Ž . Ž .@W W i
agL0
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for i g G and Vk s 0 for k f k q G. We have a linear isomorphism fW 0
Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .from W to M 1 m C L q l so that f w s i L . It is clear that thisj 0 j0 0
Ã Ãmap preserves the actions of the Heisenberg algebra h , h, and L. DefineZ
the operator Y byW , 0
1 y1yp i²l , l :i kk<Y u , x s f i , k e c l , l Y u , x 5.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .WW , 0 k i W
Ž .for u g V i . We haveL
f Y u , x w s Y u , x f w 5.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .W , 0 0
for all u g V and w g W.L
Ž . Ž .Define g : K “ K, g j q g s k q g, g k q g s j for g g G and0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .g j s j if j f j q G j k q G . It is clear that g is a G-set map.0 0
Ž . From the generalized associativity for both V -modules M 1 m C L qL
4l and W we havej0
² :a , mx q x Y a, x q x Y b , x f wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 2 0 2 2
² :a , ms x q x F i , j, k q j Y Y a, x b , x f w , 5.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 0 K 0 0 2
² :a , mx q x Y a, x q x Y b , x wŽ . Ž . Ž .0 2 W 0 2 W 2
² :a , ms x q x F i , j, k q k Y Y a, x b , x w 5.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 0 K 0 W 0 2
kqk 0Ãfor a, b g L and 0 / w g V such that a g l q L , b g l q L andW i 0 j 0
Ž .i, j, k g G. From 5.8 we have
F i , j, k q k a i , j, k q k s F i , j, k q j a i , j, k q j ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .K 0 h 0 K 0 h 01 2
5.11Ž .
where
y1y1 yp i²l , l :i kqkyh i , k q k s f i , k q k e c l , l ,Ž . Ž . Ž .r 0 0 kqk i0
y1y1 yp i²l , l :i kq j0h i , k q j s f i , k q j e c l , l ,Ž . Ž . Ž .r 0 0 kqj i0
h i , j s 1 for j f j q G j k q G ,Ž . Ž . Ž .r 0 0
Ž .r s 1, 2. Therefore f, g , h , h gives a weak equivalence of V -modules.1 2 L
THEOREM 5.3. E¤ery V -module associated with K, b , and F is com-L K K
pletely reducible.
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Proof. Let W be a V -module associated with K, b , and F . Then byL K K
Proposition 4.4 and Lemma 4.3,
V s Vk g .Ž .@W W
TkgK , ggL0
k Ž .For any nonzero h-eigenvector w g V g , we have a subspace S of VW W
Ãspanned by all a ? w, a g L. From Proposition 4.6, we obtain an h-moduleÄ
Ã  4and L-module isomorphism from S to C g q L , sending w to G, where
TÃG g L such that G s g . This isomorphism gives a V -module weak0 L
Ž . Ž .  4equivalence from M 1 m S to M 1 m C L q l for some j g J. There-j
fore, W is a sum of irreducible modules.
The following corollary can be compared with Theorem 6.1 in the next
section.
COROLLARY 5.4. V T is a simple abelian intertwining algebra and theL0
adjoint module is the only irreducible V T-module associated with K, b, and FL0
up to weak equi¤alence.
THEOREM 5.5. There are only finitely many irreducible V -modules associ-L
ated with K, b , and F up to isomorphism.K K
Proof. Let W be an irreducible V -module. From Theorem 5.2, there isL
Ž . Ž . a quadruple f, g , h , h such that W is weakly equivalent to M 1 m C L1 2
4 Ž .q l for some j g J via f, g , h , h . Note that J is a finite set andj 0 1 20
there are only finitely many different G-set maps from K to K since both
G and K are finite abelian group. If W , W are weakly equivalent to1 2
Ž .  4M 1 m C L q l via the same G-set map g , it is easy to see that W andj 10
W are isomorphic as V -modules. This proves the theorem.2 L
We can see that the results on intertwining operators in the beginning of
w xChapter 12 of 5 hold here with minor modification. In particular, for
Ž .  4 Ž .j , j , j g J, the fusion rule for the modules M 1 m C l q L , M 1 m1 2 3 j1
 4 Ž .  4 K KC l q L , M 1 m C l q L associated with F , B is 1 if j q G q jj j 1 22 3
qG s j q G, is 0 otherwise, where the functions F K and B K are the3
restrictions of the functions F and B to G = K = K. More generally, if
W , W , and W are irreducible V -modules which are equivalent to1 2 3 L
Ž .  4 Ž .M 1 m C l q L via f , g , h , h , r s 1, 2, 3, respectively, then wej r r r , 1 r , 2r
have that the fusion rule for modules W , W , and W associated with F K,1 2 3
B K is 1 if and only if
gy1 j q G q gy1 j q G s gy1 j q GŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 3 3
and
gy1 j q gy1 j s gy1 j q j .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 3 1 2
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Otherwise, the fusion rule is 0.
Summarizing all results in this section, we have
THEOREM 5.6. The abelian intertwining algebra V is rational with respectL
to K, b , F , F K, and B K.K K
6. A RESULT ON RATIONAL VERTEX ALGEBRAS
The following theorem was conjectured by Y.-Z. Huang:
THEOREM 6.1. Let V be a simple rational ¤ertex algebra. Suppose that all
distinct irreducible modules for V are W g, g g G, where G is an abelian group
and W 0 s V. If the fusion rule N W kg h is 1 for k s g q h, it is 0 otherwise.W W
Ž .If there is a normalized abelian 3-cocycle F, V for G, an integer T , and
suitable choices of the corresponding intertwining operators Y g V W gq hg h suchW W
that
W , Y , 1, v , T , G, F , VŽ .
is a simple abelian intertwining algebra, where W s @ W g, then theg g G
adjoint module is the only irreducible W-module associated with G, b, and F
up to weak equi¤alence.
Proof. Let M s @ M g be an irreducible W-module associatedg g G
with the given data. Then each M g is a V-module. For fixed g g G such
that M g / 0, since M g is completely reducible as a V-module, we choose
an irreducible submodule N g of M g. Define N gqh to be the subspace of
gqh Ž . h gM spanned by all ¤ w, for n g 1rT Z, ¤ g W , w g N , where ¤ w isn n
yny1 Ž .the coefficient of x in Y ¤ , x w. From the generalized associativity,M
k hqk  4Y ¤ , w N ; N xŽ .W
for all ¤ g W h and h, k g G. In particular, each N gqh is a V-module.
Therefore, the subspace @ N gqh is a W-submodule hence equal to M.hg G
We have M g s N g so that M g is an irreducible V-module. From Proposi-
tion 2.7, each N gqh / 0 hence is an irreducible V-module as well. Suppose
that M 0 is isomorphic to W j0 as V-modules, since the map Y : W h = M 0M
h 4“ M x is a nonzero intertwining operator of V-modules, from the
fusion rule assumption we have M h is an isomorphism to W j0qh . We now
identify V-modules M h with W j0qh for all h g G. By the fusion rule
Ž . g , h g , hqj0 Ž . =assumption again, c g, h Y s Y for some c g, h g C , whereM
Y g ,h is the restriction of Y to the subspace W g = M h and Y g , h is theM M
g hqj0 Ž .restriction of Y to the subspace W = W . It is clear that c 0, h s 1
for all h g G. We define an one-to-one G-set map g from G to G
Ž .determined by g 0 s j . Comparing the two Jacobi identities, we have0
a F g , h , k s F g , h , g kŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .c
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for g, h, k g G. Therefore, we have a W-module weak equivalence from M
to W.
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